
LET’S TALK ABOUT THINGS AND PEOPLE AROUND YOU 

 

１．Please match the sentences with the pictures below. 

He is a pitcher who is the most powerful in Japan.   (       ) 

He is a politician who is a leader in Japan. (       ) 

She is a skater who won the gold at the NHK Trophy last week. (       ) 

This is an animal which lives in the Arctic. (       ) 

This is a mountain which was listed in World Heritage Site this year. (       ) 

This is a yuru-kyara which is the most popular in Japan. (       ) 

This is a thing which is used on rainy days. (       ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Do you know?? 

1. Do you know the person who runs the fastest in our class ? Answer 

2. Do you know an animal which lives in Africa ?  

3. Do you know the person who can draw nice pictures in our class ?  

4.  Do you know the cartoonist who is the most famous in Japan ?  

5.  Do you know a nice gift which is given on Christmas Day ?  

6.  Do you know the Japanese food which is popular in the world ?    

 

 

  Let’s interview ♪ Please ask your partner about No.1 ~6 above. 

 A: Do you know the person who runs the fastest in our class ? 

  B: Yes, I do.               runs the fastest in our class. 

     How about you ? 

  A: I think so, too. / I don’t think so.               runs the fastest in our class. 
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3.  ★Grammar Presentation: Read the following sentences. 

1.  A lion is an animal which lives in Africa. 

2.  Fujiko A Fujio is a cartoonist who is the most famous in Japan.  

3.  A Play Station 4 is a nice gift which is given on Christmas Day.  

4.  Mar-kun is a pitcher who is the most powerful in Japan. 

★ which は(          )を                            する。 

      which は(          )を                            する。 

 

 

4. Let’s do matching ! 

 e.g.   The Nagoya castle is a historical building has two golden fish on the roof. 

① A giraffe is an animal works for Toshin High School.  

② He is a famous teacher is the most beautiful guy in Japan.  

③ “iPhone 5s” is a new model   can be eaten only in Nagoya. 

    ④  Haruna Ai is a person has a very long neck. 

    ⑤  Misakatsu is food is used by many people around the world.  

  Please combine two phrases by using who/which.  

      e.g. The Nagoya castle is a historical building which has two golden fish on the roof. 

①                                            

②                                            

③                                            

④                                            

⑤                                            

 

5. Please make an original poster. 

  Introduce two people and two things around you with pictures or drawings. 

  



 

  


